In vivo dynamics of the tracheal airway and its influences on respiratory airflows.
Respiration is a dynamic process accompanied by morphological changes in the airways. Although deformation of large airways is expected to exacerbate pulmonary disease symptoms by obstructing airflow during increased minute ventilation, its quantitative effects on airflow characteristics remain unclear. Here, we used an exemplar case derived from in vivo dynamic imaging and examined the effects of tracheal deformation on airflow characteristics under different conditions. First, we measured tracheal deformation profiles of a healthy lung using magnetic resonance imaging during forced exhalation, which we simulated to characterize subject-specific airflow patterns. Subsequently, for both inhalation and exhalation, we compared the airflows when the maximal deformation in tracheal cross-sectional area was 0% (rigid), 33% (mild), 50% (moderate), or 75% (severe). We quantified differences in airflow patterns between deformable and rigid airways by computing the correlation coefficients (R) and the root-mean-square of differences (Drms) between their velocity contours. For both inhalation and exhalation, airflow patterns were similar in all branches between the rigid and mild conditions (R > 0.9; Drms < 32%). However, airflow characteristics in the moderate and severe conditions differed markedly from those in the rigid and mild conditions in all lung branches, particularly for inhalation (moderate: R > 0.1, Drms < 76%; severe: R > 0.2, Drms < 96%). Our exemplar case supports the use of a rigid airway assumption to compute flows for mild deformation. For moderate or severe deformation, however, dynamic contraction should be considered, especially during inhalation, to accurately predict airflow and elucidate the underlying pulmonary pathology.